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Intrsduction and summary of patt 1. We study the followi ~g problem: For whii:h 
finite grap~rsL do there exist graphs :; such that the link (Le., the neighborhocld sub- 
graph) of each vertex of G is isomorphic IO L? ’ at2 @Vt? i1 C~)Ill~l~t~ solution for lhe Z%!S 
(i) & is 3 disjoint union of arcs, (ii) L is a tree with only C.JK vertex of degree greater 
than two, (iii) 1. is a circte of prescribed Il:ngth. Some other cases are alsa discus.sed. An 
interesting case is whether the situation is changed if we require G z!so !o be finite. It 
transpires (see for example, Coroliaries VII. 3 and VII. 4 1 that this is indeed tke case. 
Part I of this paper will appear in [ 3). It provides the basic definitions usetjl in both 
p;lrt 1 and part II. Section III provides the basic tool, an identifieatitn procedure, that 
is used throughout the rest uf the paper. Section IV sets up the balsic building technique 
for the c’onstructton of more complicated graphs. It is shown how to build graphs such 
that the link of each vertex is an arc (of non-constant length), and how to control the 
proportional number of vertices with links of’ various lengths. 
efore we go on to build more mmplicated graphs, it is helgfful at 
this stage to investigate some sf U-x properties that grapl 
ough we do not obtain 
some relations 
Ilt that ,we have associated a simplicial COII@~X 
ph H. Let us denote the Euler characteristic of K(ff) by 
at to be 4zonfused with the chromatic number.) One 
ct from algebraic topfofogy is that 
simplices in K(H). We shall use various 
nown and c;on be found in [ 7,gJ. In p 
4ogical invariant (in fact a hcbmotopy invariant), th2 
,f-manifold with a boundary that has a positive Euler 
is the disk, and the Euler characteristic is the sum of the 
istics of each of the components. 
d remark that, for our H’s, K(Ht is a 2-manifoid with bound- 
here were a 3-simplex in K(H). some link in H would not 
YTI, the total number of 
= 1 Zj(i+ ! jpi and & = $ Ci$+ since there are 
xed vertex whose rink has arc length i, and 
here each edge is counted twice. Simiiar- 
triangles) rlldjacent o any fix$d vertex 
are pi of these vortices, and elgch 2-sam- 
ted 3 times. We may also intepret Ci(@@) as the average 
in H. Using the previously mentioned for- 
ula above that. if W is connected, and the 
must be a trian 
a rn~~xirnai outer 
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Proof. Since the Euicr characteristic is the sum of the Euler ch;iracter- 
istics of each component, we need only prove the a.bove iFe< quality whe2 
H is connected. In this case the inequality is obvious unless x > 0 and 
in particular unless x = 1. Thus, WC are reduced to the cast wht-n KU’) 
is a triangulation of a L-disk, and we wish to show that there are at least 
2 vertices which have only one edge t;n their link. Thit. Es ezsy to show 
by induction on m. the total number of vertices in ).I. If ppz = 3. all three 
vertices have one edge in their link. Bf’ trl > 3, conside.: any edge (v, U’ > 
that is not in the boundary N’i .- if every edge is in M, th tn every ver- 
tex must have ti link of length = 1 :md thus HZ = 3. Sirice b.lth v ;InC v’ 
arc in the boundary of N, (v, v’) separates H into 2 pi;tcec, H, and H,, 
with N, C-I 4 = tv, v’), where K(H, ) and NH,) are triangulations of a 
Z-disk (see Fiz:. 1). 
By the induction hypothesis bo% H, and If? must have 2 vt;rtices 
whose link Gin ff 1 or in II? ) has leng~.h 1. We niay ass~~me that one of 
each of these two vertices-is not u or v’; since if the Ik tv, M, ) ana 
Mu’, II, ) have length 1, then N, must be a single I!-simplt:x, and the 
third vertex has length 1. Similarly f’or H2 . Thus, in aI1 cases t+re is at 
least one vertex in each of N, and H, whose link has lengP.:h 1 311 H. 
Thus, the inductive step is proved. (fhe fact that p 1 -:a 2 f,Dr dirks is 
mentioned in [ 21.) 
e ineqlua,!lity aiso has the useful property that a constant can 
l:htr importance of this is the 
(nl , .,. , TV). Let 
umber of IIt’s, 1 = 1, . . . . k, which are equal to i, for i = 
s easy to see thus that from the definitkn of a type there 
positive integer 01 such that there are I:+ = aXj vertices in 
has length i, for i = 1) 2, . . . . Thus, we have: 
his puts a definite restriction on the 1:ypes that can occur. 
at a Z-regular graph Gth an arc of length 2 as its 
cannot occ:lr. Perhaps this is a round about way to prove 
gt, as ‘we shall see, it hqs a great advantage in the more gen- 
sulks lof Section IV, we proceed to prove a sort of con- 
e vertices of H have an arc of positive length as their 
crucial observation that the set C = ((Ye, rZ, . . . ): 
i(Hj/FH(H)) is a rationaf convex set. 
has the link of each vertex an arc of 
umber of vertices of 
us, suppose (l-j , ‘2 * . . 
ntegers not both 0. 
L:t H be the graph corrpqoonding to (rl , r2, . ..) and I-I’ thtx graph corre., 
sponjding to (Y;, 
m.ls 
Thus C is convex, and to complete the proof we need onl-~ shonw that 
the extreme points of the set defined by (a) and (b) are in C. I! is easy 
tc.:) see that all the extreme points have at most 2 nonE-xrC~ coordinates, 
and, if rz = 0, (b) can be ignored. Thus it is easy to check that the fol- 
Iowing is a list of the extreme points of thz set defined by (a) and (b): 
( 1 ,O,WJ), (WA1 ,O, . ..A (O,O,O, 1) . ..). and when (b) is an equality: (5, 5 1. 
WgAf ), CO$ .O.O.~,O,O, . ..). co,+ ,o,o,o,* 3, . ..‘I. ..* . 
Now suppose 0 is a finite graph as irl Section IV with type 
(q, np . . . . fik ), and Ai of the YEi'S are i. It i,s clear that xi& ;= k, and 
from our r:Aier comments hi/k = pi(H)/~~r(H) =: r&H). TOPS, if we know 
the type,-we can compute the Q’S_ Hence, in particular: I”c)i the triangle 
of type(l,l,l), X, =3;(r,. r2 ,... ) = f 1 ,O,c), . ..). By (8) of Seciion IV, 
en)? 11 2 3, A, = 2; 
(1’1 , . . . ) = (c&O, .. . . 1.0, . ..). 
t rrth position 
By 4.7) of Section IV, C1J2, h, = 2, As = 2; 
(r, , r-j. . . . ) = (i,+.rz,o, . ..)% 
By t 10) of Section YV, 
. 
FE- 3 2’s 
Lemma V.4 is interesting in its own right, the real purpose 
tater in the construction of Z-regular graphs with the dis- 
n of arcs, as its common !ink. SlimilarPy, the following two iem- 
re used in the investigation of Z-regular graphs with an m-ad as 
fink, althou& the next lemma does give some more infor- 
hich types (of Section IV) are not possible. 
ith Lemma V.I. since the Euler characteristic of two dis- 
is the sum of the Euler characteristics af each graph, we 
to prove the inequality when H is connected. In this case 
vious unless x > 0 anld in particular unless x = I. 
e that K(ff) is a triangulation of a 2 disk with all 
AT(M) (a maximal outer planar graph), and we wish to 
t kast 2 vertices whkose link has length 2 or 3, if 
t. a triangle. In fac’t, we shall prov~t: the following more general 
f H is a graph. * a triangle. 3 K(H) is a triangulation of a 
st at least 2 vertices, V, w E H, such that lk(v, If, 
w. 10 have length 2 or 3, and v and w are not adjacent along 
if QP, w) E H, (v, ~9 4 3H). We show this by 2 cases. 
cry interior irdge of H separates H into two components 
that there are only three isomorphi*;m clas- 
ph of N determined by the vertices whose 
ater than 1 is again either a disk witk L;!/ its edges on 
(i.e., a triangle) or a single edge), and here it is clear 
Fig. 2. 
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that the more general statement holds (SW Fig. 2). 
Ctise 2: There is an interior edge t of11 which separates tf into two 
components neither of which is a triangle. 
This follows easily by induction on the number of verticczi 2nd Case 
1: Namely. let If, anct H, be ihe componenis which are sepiratec; by 
Lr ( so that II, f-7 Hz = c. H, ‘,J II, = if). By Auc:tion on tht more gen- 
eral statement (and implicitly Case i)? boGa ii, and H, have; a vertex. 
not on e, whose link is of length either 2 or 3, and thus they have this 
same property in 11, and are not adjacent (It:t alone along U!). 
Remark. V.6. Again it is easy to see tiiat equality holds if ani only if 
each component of H consists of a disk. a i++ obius band, or :nnulus, 
where each disk has precisely 2 vertices which have links of Tlzngch 2
or 3, and the annuli and Mobius bands have no vertices whc .X link is of 
length 2 or 3. 
Also, the examples shov n in Fig. 3 demonstrate xplicitl: lth.~t the 
coefficients on pz and p3 cannot be improved. 
aoof. Apply formula (14) for x. 
In the construction of Z-regular graphs with an nz-ad as a ~:o~i~~~on 
link it is important to know about graphs I,!’ with an arc as tL,eir (vari- 
able) link when each component of W is a cirole of even rcrgth. Bn 
particular, we are en soms’ co npomnt 
OS H is a triangle. has n3 tria~lglt.5 as ;I 
component, no two vertices adjacent along: CUP can both 
ain provides a kind of c verse to Corollary V.7, 
ri,irties in mind, and is y lo bho cocstruction of 
i;h an rra-ad as common link. 
be a finite twnber of non-negative ratimd 
00 
t! rI + ‘Z (i - 3)ri = 
i-4 
ri + r,:, + zu, + .*. ; 
r 'i = ‘2 w-3 -04 + ..I : 
ai 2~ + 3a3 -t ,q (i --. 315, = ‘z 2~ +39 +r4 + 2r, + . . . . 
e same notation here as in Lemma V.4. and in fact the 
e that C = {(r,, r2, . . . )I: there is a Unite graph II with 
e proof of this is much the same as the proof in 
f Lemma V.4. We need only make the additional obser- 
~sjo~nt union of graphs whose boundary components 
ph whose boundary components have even 
need to show that the extreme 
% iuns of Set a ion 
o “cut” G at u to obtain a new graph that louks 
5. v4-rere two new vertices are created, q and u2, in 
the aid U, and Ik(Ui. H1 ) s L,. i :?: 1, 2, W!EW N, is tht: cut graph. 
ceed to cut a? al1 the vertioes of G, then we will have created a 
he vertictis have iI1 link isomorphic to L I and the 
generalize the above we Est make a simple generalization 
e wish to define the li!lk of an edge in a graph G. if 
t. we define lkltu, UP. G) as the subgraph of 
{u’ ) determined by those vertices adjacent 10 both II and u’. 
lk(~v, u’). G) = lk(u. lk(v’, G)) = lk(u’. Zk(u, G)). 
c txed some notation t”t, deal with Z-regular graphs. Let G be a 
ph with common link t. We regard L as a fixed graph, and 
G we have a graph isomorphism 6, : l&u, G) -+ L. If W, u’) 
en it is clear that 
hus we obtain an isomorphism 
and. if u, u’ ad d’ form a triangle in C, theta 1&t ,,8, ufP = O,! ,+ whcr- 
ever both sides arle defined. We have the followihg c’om_mut&ive dia- 
gram :
It will be seen shortly that tht: isomorphisms Ou’ 
, 
u are important idls the 
suture of G. 
Let us stop now and make a definition which will allow 11s !to gexr- 
alize the notion Of “cutting” a graph.. Let Li* i .= I, 2? . . . . be a collection 
of subgraphs of a graph L. We say (k$ } is a ctr Wig cokkJctk~rr iff 
t i j Li n Lj consists of only vert iccrj for i # ;’ ho eomnw: edges); 
(ii) if 01, ~‘1 E L is an edge and II, U’ E I.+, the11 (u, II’) E Li for each 
i (k, Lj is the suhgraph cretermiued by As vertices); 
(iii) suppose x, J* E L, are two vertices such that there is a graph iso- 
morphism t? : 111-(x, L) -+ Ik( y, L). Then, for ar;y such i, 8, x and _V such 
that x ES L,, there is a unique i such that y E L, arsd 
The reason f.x these conditions wili bt: seen in a moment. There are 
several exam$zs of a graph L and a culting wllection {Li 3. 
Let L be the disjo& union or* ;ucs L, of pasitiive kngt 
. = {p), a 
bse there are 
Fig. 6. 
& be 3flV finite tree. Consider those vertices of L. 
2 (1-e., 193.4, ..-). Let {Li) be !hSSC 
e such vertices as endpoints and no such vert ices 
ing Example W.3.) Let L be a finite graph 
as at feast 2 vertices of degree greater than 2 a 
11 one apart. or no vertices of degree greater than 2. 
c vertices of L which have degree not tqual to 2, 
t ion of arcs f and they will btl arcs) whioh 
oints (but no Li h;ls any such vertex as a 
t), and circtos whicla arc disjoint to~mponents of L (see 
Fig. 97. 
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Qu(U’) E Lie 
C) wt: fir*4 show it for vertices. et 12’ E Li btj a vertex in 
Ik(u, G), and by the c=xistt’nct: put of (iii) for 
there is a j such that 
>i edge in Ii, and, thus, ujl vi and u;I form a tri- 
WC nuw see the point of the discussion of graphs H in Section V, 
where we found col;ditions on the proportions of vertices with links ;in 
arc of varying length. We can, thus, ~onhit~e Corollary V.2 and CoroiIary 
VL.6 and factor out the O! to obtain: 
A, G X, + ifi ii- -3)X, = Al + A, + 2X, -t . . . . 
i=j 
The surprising fact is that the converse to CoroIhq VI.7 hol~ds, which 
we shall prove in the next section. D[amely, if the above inequaGty holds 
for integers A,, h7. .-., then we can construct a finite Z-regular ;;ral>h 
with common link a disjoint union of arcs, where Xi of them h; ve Ilen@h 
i. This will be discussed in Section ML. 
We corm to the situation where tfz<e common link L is an FU-;XI, fo: 
r)~t 2 3, and we wish to apply Lemma VI. 5 to the cutting cokle~ tion as 
in Example VI.,. 3 Before we do this, however, we wish to observe that 
there is a very natural l-factor ( . :ubjgraph of G with the same “z*ertices. 
but the degree of each vertex in the subgraph is 1) in G. Namel;t, let p 
be the center of A!, the vertex where all the arms meet t the oln1y point 
af I, whose degree is greater than 2). Let v E G be a vertex. Y 
G = @; f (p), Thus, Cv, 6) is an edge in G. Since ~li(0,(U), &) cc: 
YIZ vertices, then 8, (v) = p as Web, Since /k(oT (U), ,L) must alsO c;>n!;ist 
is an ~so~~or~~lism.) Thus G = v, and th -3 col- 
have no triangles as ;1 component, Thus, we h:rve the fo~~owiR~g~ 
ivith rorokxy 2, Corollary V.7 atnd the remarks after 
, we obtain: 
* 
= x, + h, + 2x, + * . . . , 
I 
cm 
i= 1 
Ai = Ifi.1 -f. x, f . . . ; 
;a, 2x1 + 3x3 + 5 (i-3)X, = 2x1 + 3x3 + A4 + 2h, + .,. , 
34 
alf see that the converse to Corollary VI.9 holds as with 
in the;r next section we shall see how to apply Lemma 
rrtar g aphs with disjoint arcs and tn-ads as cmmon 
sh is apply the techniques of Srxtion tlI ard the results 
ihow that all the graphs that were not ruled out by 
VI can actually be built. 
at this section describeIs just the inverse opera- 
n Vi. In facet, if we cut apart the 
ill simply get the disjoint union of 
e first describe the simpler building pro- 
et L, ‘ E,, . . . . L, be a finite coZE’ection of graphs. Let 
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Proof. We shall prove the above by induction on r~. The lemma is ab- 
vious for rla = 1. Let Si denate the ith collection of vertices of 11. $u 
each vertex in Si has a link issmor?hic to Li, for i z 1. ..*, NZ. Let H, de- 
note Za disjoint copies of H, and let /r’, denote another copy of H, dis- 
joint frsrn H, . Let us index the copies of Pi’ in H, and Hi from --h;$ +1 
to a9 i.e., .--ar + 1, - --a f 2, . . . . - 1 ,O, 1, . . . . Q if cy is finite and by all the 
integers if QI is infinite. (We only consider the -3ase when ar is countably 
infinite.) Afsa index the vertices in S, and S, trom 1 to cy. Let u%_ -() 
and Ujil i z 1,2, . . . . Q, i = - QI -+ I , . ..A. be the ith vertex in S, and 3, 
rcspe&ively , in the jth copy of 11 in M, . Ah let L$ 
._ 
i and ui, i = I 2, . . . , a, 
‘SE I .__a+ 1 , . . . . a, be the ith vertex in S, and SI respectively (note the 
order is reversed here) in the jth copy of 1:ir in M; . (If cy is infM%cr:, i = 
1 ) , .I, l . . . i== ..:.--1,0,1,2 ,... in both eases.) We wish to define an idtntifi- 
cation 
such that 
(a) dUi13i) and +Q(u~~ I ‘ 4 are in different components of II; . if i, + i2. 
(b)g is an isomorphism (one to ont and <)nto). 
(c) If u E S, and \V E S, in some copy of H in II,, then q(u.] E: S2 
and 6&v) E S, in some copy crf H in Hi . 
TO da this we simply define &+ i) = V: j+i, where if ~1 is fir+e the 
second index is taken mod 2~ - there is exactly one rq>resentative 
among --QI + 1, . . . . ar, the range of i and j. i and j range over all in%egers 
if 0 is infinite. (a), (b) and (c) are clear. 
Let H, = H, V, Hi . q is true by (a) and (b) a* II Corollary 1. Thus, 
we see &at the link in Hz of any vertex that was in S, or S2 in some 
in H; or HI will nt>w be the disjoint union of e i and & 2 . 
f any other vertex will remain unchanged. Thus in 11, we 
nc)w have PZ -- 1 classes of 4a * vertices T, , T:, , . . . , Tpm where the vertices 
l1 and Hi %ha% were in some S, or 5’2 and 
d vertices illi the 
disjoint union of the Si’s. 
e that there is a Z-regular grq~h G with the dir;join t
. ,.*, and L, as its common link,, and G is finite if a is 
he final graph will have 42 li” _ ’ J of2 “’ ._ ’ vertices if 01 
c&~ the case when each k; is an arc‘. Here we consider 
the finite case stfparately. 
countably many copies of H w/e may assume that if for 
such that the length of /yiO.j, iy) is i, then there are 
ch v. Then it is a simple matter to partition the vertices 
sint classes with countably many vertices in each 
asses have the property that the link of any vertex 
SW’S has length i. Thus, iem .]a VII. 1 applies. 
results of Set:tion IV, we obtain more specific informa- 
and (3) of Section 11, we know tha,t any L is 
j, if A, > 0, then there is a graph with each 
length 2 or i, where i f: 3. Thus, again by Coral- 
ossible as a common link as long as A, 
Ich is not zero. 
t all the L’s that arc left OE~G ove are all irn- 
even for an infinite graph. ( 
the above coro!Pary gives a complete! c~ara~t~ri~a- 
tisn of graphs b, d which are the dis., (lint union of arcs) which can or=cur 
as the common link of 3 possibly ir finite Z-regular graph. 
The situation, however, is quite ciifferrnt in the finite NW. 
&I&‘. By Lemma V-4, there is a finite igraph If with each /kd 11, k?) an 
arc, where pi of the vertices of H have as link an arrz of lengt.1 i, and 
FiJGpi = AilCX,. Thus, pi = (L’pi/Z=Xi)Xi, and possibly taking more dis- 
joint copies of H we may assume that 2$,/S?+ is an integer. l’hus, we 
can partition the pi vertices of II whose link has length i intc X, dis- 
j&t collections, each cohectisn having cy = Xpi/Zhi vertices. NOW we 
apply Lemma VII.1 to these 221, collections. 
Finally, we have an example (in fact many exanlples) of ~:roblcrn Cb) 
mentioned in the intro8uc:tion. Namely any graph in the difierence be- 
tween the two sets of Corollary VII.3 and Corollary VII.4. Flor instance, 
, then X, = 1, X2 = 2. and since h2(S -X, -A, . .) = %* CM 0, 
an inifinite Z-regular graph with L as common link is poss:bFe, but since 
h2 > X, + X, , no such finite graph is possible. Combining C~x~~tlary 
Vi.7 and Corollary V11.4, we have: 
X2 G Xi + 2 (i--3)hi z h, + A, + ,Ih, + . . . . 
i-4 
This completes the study of the case when L is the disjoint LHWXI of 
proceed to the case when L is an IPr-ad Cm 2 3) - First, 
some pre~~rn~na~y remarks ~~n~err~~ng t e notion of orientin:: certain 
, it wi 
orcier the vertices u, u‘ of the edge W, u’>. Nattldy. we simply decide 
vjhic}j c,f 1) OJ- u’ is the first vertex which is a WCOII~ vertex. Thus, 
is a graph map (simpliCiaI), and if Qne edge is identitkd with an- 
other b,)s 9, we say q presemes the orientation in that edge, if@ Of’ 
the firsIt vertex in one edge is the first vertex in the WCC& edge and 
simifarl:y for second vertices. 
e wish to do a process similar to the process described in Lemma 
1. only for rut-ads instead of the disjoint union of arcs. However, 
the situation; is somewhat more CQmpkated. First, we recall that a 
L II~$UCYOY F fQr ,a graph kl is a subgraph consisting of the disjoint 
micw of edges (and their %crtkesj, where each vertex of N is in one 
c and oniy one) of the edges of F. For us an ariu?tcc~ ouQ-factor F for 
ii graph II is a one-factor k’, where each edge is given some preferred 
i:3%3HatiQn. 
Suppose we have a sequence of graphs L 1, II. 2, . . . , L, , and in each 
L, there is a preferred verto’x ui E Li. By L I v L 2 v . . . v L,, , we will 
mm the graph obtained by taking first clisjoitzt copies of L 1 and L, 
and identifying u1 and u2 then a disjoint copy of L, and identifying 
U3 to I+. 1’3. etc., Ul, tQ L,, . For instance, if each Li is an arc and ui is 
an endpoint. then t I v L2 v _. v L,, is an nt-ad (with ??I arms). Note that 
e~~tl if the Li are not disjoint, the intersection sf Lj and Li, i SC: j, Yn” 
L, V‘.. v L,, is just the preferred vertex. 
XQw we are in a position to define the basic tool needed for build- 
ir~g Z-r@ar graphs with an t1l-ad as common link. I_, [I be ;I g;\ph 
with an orieslted one-factor E Let L be another grap and 1~1 a positive 
integer.. Let there be a partition of the edges af I;‘ into Q disjoint classes 
s,. s,, _.., where each $ consists ~f’nt ordered oriented edges of F, 
Ill. ’ ‘1 1 l ‘%‘i 1 >* tui 2 9 14’: 3 )p l s a 9 (Vi pp.l u Wi ppj ). where uii is the first vertex in 
th; jth idge ii the & class. ‘We say S,, S,, . . . fbrm a parGtioncd iMen b- 
C’d clUPfuCtOr (POOH=) of iir-rdcs tpj for L if;t 
“‘I.3 "1,2 
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(a) ,JJ preserves the orientation of each edge. and 9 of a first edge in 
;1 ~si in W, is a second edge in another copy oLS’~ in Mt , and vice-versa. 
(b) g(eil $ and g(ej, $ are in different components of If\ if i, + i,. 
(c) p is in isomorphism (one-one and onto), 
To do this we simply define q(eii) = ei a’_+i in an orientation preserving 
manner, where if Q! is finite the second inbex is taken mod LX - there 
is exactly OX representative among --c; + 1, . . . . Q the range of i and is if 
Q is finite, i and j range over all integers if a is infinite- 
(a) follows from the way the ieii’s and e; ,.‘s were itzdcxed, and (b) 
and (c) are obvious from the definition of (;7* 
Let H, = H, W, Hi. tp is true by (b), (c) and (lorol1:ir-y 1. Notice that 
for each;. lfi contains 4cr’ copies of an edge which is obtained by identi- 
fying a first edge of one Si with a second edge in a disjoint copy of Si. 
Notice, also, there are skr2 copies of the jth edge, i ZI 3. in Si in Hz. Thus. 
‘we can &T;nnc aPOOF of index #I--- 1 for L in N,. Namely, we define 
Ehe one-Factor of N, as i? where F is the one-factor of HI U H’, * and 
we orient F the “same way” as F, which makes sense for the edges that 
were identified since (9 is orientation preserving. We partition F into 
4a2 sets as follows . For each S. in N we shall define 4ar collections of 
edges Ti, 19 7’i.z 9 rvs% each colleciion c&responding to a copy of 11 in H, 
or N; (and thus a copy Of Si). Each Tij is simply the image under +he 
quotient inap of the appropriate COpy’of Sj minus the first edge. Notice 
that the vertices of the first edge in 7’i.j have links isomorphic to 
ld:(Ui 1 9 HI v lk(u, 2, H) and Ik( \t?i 1 , H) v Ik(wi 2, H) respectively, and 
the iinks of other vertices remains unchanged: Thus, it is easy to check 
L tjiUt the ?‘i,i ‘S form a POOF of index 1-‘)2-- 1 for L. Thus, by the induction 
hypothesis, aZ-regular graph C with L as its common link exists and is 
finite, if a is finite. (in fact, G will have 2 l 42”‘- ’ -*- 1 ~2”“~’ vertices, 
if h is finite. j
Now that we knotw that the existence of a PQOF for L implies the 
existence of a Z-regular graph with L as its common link, we must in- 
vestigate how to create POOFs for L. Although often it is easy to find 
irectly we shall find it convenient to make a general statement. 
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Roof. Let WI he two disjoint copies of H. Ol*ient t ic edges uf F one way in 
the first cop?’ of II l;ind the opposite way in the second copy of II, to ob- 
tain an oriented one-factor i=, for II,. Cons iclcr the following bipartite 
(simple) graph II, which nra~ have multiple ,cs;fges. Hz will have 2nz 
vertices, u1 , ~2. . . . . V, , \v~ , ~2, .,., NJ,,~ , whel t”: each Ui correriponds to 
the ith class of first vertices in II, and “i to the ith cla: Yfst:cond 
vertices in H, . Then we draw an edge from ?li to ~j for ;h edge in 
F, in II, which has a first vertex in t e ith class and a second vertex in 
the jth class. Simply speaking, H, is e gral:th obtained by identifying 
all the first vertices of the ith class, for i = 1) 2, . . . . 12, and all the second 
vertices of the jth claz~a. for j = 1,2, . . . . m, in the graph F,. 
Note that the degree of each vertex in HI_ is at (the result of taking 
two copies and orienting the second copy clopositely). and, thus, by a 
theorem of KiSning and Halt (see [ 11) -.- which car; be ma 
from an algorithm of Ford and Fulkersan there X. c~1 disjoint one- 
factors, S1, S2 -_*_ , ._.. S,, in !I,. Each orient& edge ot each 3; corresponds 
to an oriented edge in HI, and. thus, if WC ll:t Si. i = 1, . . . . a, denote 
the ~11 such edges in N, , we obtain ;i POCJ i)f’ degree FIZ for L = 
L, v L2 v a*. v L,, along the preferred v,hrtil:es C~ E: L:. 
Proof. Since each component of MY has eve”1 length, by choosing every 
other edge on each boundary e>mponent, PX can find a one-factor F 
for B’ such that FC FM. Thus, rf N, .!k(v 0 an endpoint of 
lk(u, H) is POOF of index FIT 
& (for W, 2 We then apply Eemma 
As before we (.ran of Section V obtain more 
cific results. 
CM X2 G Xl + 2 (i-3)hf = h, +A4 + 2x5 + . . . . 
i=4 
2X, G 2x2 + 3x3 + 2 (i-3)& = 2x2 + 3h, +A4 + 2x5 + . . . . 
i=4 
%uof. By Lemma V.8, there is a finite graph N with the link of each 
vertex an arc, where pi of the vertices have link an arc of length i, where 
i = Xi/ZAi altld each component of 311 has WCII length. By replac- 
b:~ an appropriate number of disjoint copies, we may assume that 
XpiICXi ;is an integer. Then apply Cornllary Vi1.8. 
e now combine Corollary VI.9 and Corollary VII.9 to obtain: 
X, G A, + 2 U---3& = X, +A, + 2X, + . . . . 
i=4 
zx, ~ 2x, e 3x, + ~ (i-3)A, = * 
i=4 
2A, +3h3+h, +2A5 +... , 
study of fir&c Z-regular graphs with an !?a-ad as 
e now investigate the infinite case. We wish to prove a 
orollary V11.3. However, the situation is csmplicat- 
the one-factor. 
is a colfection of graphs, with a preferred vertex 
we will only consider the case when each 
ti is one of its end points. f Xi is an integer 
Li v Li v . . . v Lip iii t imcs along the pr aferred 
of integers X, AZ, . . , where all but a finite 
). we wish to be ab’e to know when we can con- 
XXi for L = h, i,, V h,L, . . . (V tikI1 iilC?il~ thi? 
thus, get a Z-regular graph with 
ibly infinite) grap‘h, where the 
e of the L,, best mly finitely many Li’s are 
that H has a one-fac:tor F such that for each 
W, I-f) is the prcfcrre~.I vertex (and, thus, 
d vertex, also). Let W 1, R2 4 . . . . R,9 be a se- 
quence of vectors whi& describe which pai.s Lip $ appear as links Car 
u and w for (u, IV E Le.. if tv, Iv) q and Ik(v. H) is isomorphic toI 
Li (With IV 85 Vr red vertex) and w, HI is isomorphic to Lj (wi,h 
v as preferred vertex), then there is an Rk = (0, .-., f ,O, . . . . i .O, . ..) or 
(0 ‘) l *-9 1 with nonzero entries only in tulle i and j slots, and if such 
an Rk appears in the sequence, there is soml: edge tv, w) E I7 such that 
the links of v and w correspond to i and j as above. We shalll call 
K, + R,, l ve, R, the vectoa .suqrrmce <for H, IV Itlt rqw.,c t to C. 
Proof’. Let Q be a positive finite integer large enough so that each C-V, 
j = I, 2, l ... p, and a/C&i is an integer. Let H’ denore countably many 
(in case there are not enough edges for ihe ne. 
enote the correspondm one-factor for I!‘. rhus, 
countably many collections S, , S2. S3. ..= 
such t!tlat here are Q edges in eat:h Si, and the edges of eacEl Si are 
es, where !f iv, W) is in the kth 
ith prefer-red vertic;es) to tine 
nzero en&es 0 
ere are cour.tabl~ many edges of every type. Let I?, denote 2 dis- 
joint copies of H’. MM may now proceed as in Lemma VII.7 to apply 
tining-Hall th~~~em to each Si and cbtain a 00F for al1 HI * 
for I, Of irldex ZiAi, 
ondj vertices whose 
ctl in Lemma VI1.7). 
since in each St there are (k/S:hi)~~ first (or see- 
Link corresponds to Li (h/‘CXi corresponds to the 
The point here is that the R,‘s behave almost as if there were a graph 
ith half its vertices having a link corresponding to J?$ and the other 
5alf corresponding to $. The important hing to remember here, of 
course, is that the affine coordinate of Rk, rk , is always po 
we can never qtritc wipe uut the other arcs. Although their 
isns of the whole can be made quite small. 
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Fig. 10. 
iscussed in Section 
2 3 1 
H. 
1 3 2 
Fig. 9. 
4 4 2 4 
. . . 
2423242 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
at fotfows we assume that we have a vector @j, r2, . ..). 5, = 
1, where 5 = Xi/CA* .
tirwzar combinatio,n’o 
e wish to express this vector as an appropriate 
ectors of the vector sequence in Table 1. We 
Lemma VII.1 1. To facilitate notation, a vector (--F-)X will 
t that vector comes :from graph X in the table and we must 
t all the coefficients of each “X” vector are either ail zero 
is not used) or all non-zero. 
:X,#Of*r~:,omcn>S.LetO~t-<min[?r,,2(r~--~~)l,era- 
tional. 
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4Xk . Choose int zgws k and j such that 
2; 
A.=2.3,5 ,..., i k= 2.3,s . . . . . j 
rk* j=i+l ifi+3,j=Sifi=3. 
1- - .b - 2 
,o,o, . .. . 4>s, + 2 
,*a.* i k= ,..., i 
+ 
1. + . - .-- 
i 
‘2 I 
It is easy to check that these cases exhaud all the possibititius of the 
theorem. 
We wish ts show that for the graphs. 5 (OF the approprirtte type) left 
mt of Corollary VII.3 and Lemma VI!. 13 tnere are vao graphs (‘infinite 
or not) that have L as a common link. I;1 pa;ticuIar we show: 
h, < ?t, + h, + A, + . . . UFtd 
Xj * 0 ffrr sorrtc i 2 5 
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x 
Y W 
a 
trcentrate on Theorem VIII. 1. e apply Corollary V1.6 to 
observe treat if G is Z-regular with common fink L. a disjoint union of 
osn “wt” G along vertices to obtain 3 grap 
that each one of the arcs of A!+ tits len$h i if and only if 
rtices of N has a link an arc of ength i. Thus Theorem 
m the following. 
Let x E t! be a vertex such that link(s, ) is an arc (4’. A, (2. wi. 
Then since the link(r?. !I) has length greater than 1, there is a vertex 
cz E p9;1 adj bnt o-i* and z. Similarly there is a wrtex b E M ad.jacent to 
MB and z. link(:, HI has length greater than 3, a contradiction (see 
Fig. 1 I ). 
c now csoncentrate on ?‘heorem V 2 which is more complicated. 
review the discussion iust before rolilary V1.8, we see that, if 
ve a Z-regular graph with I;, an pn-ad (01 > 3) as common link, 
has a very natural l-factor F* (E’ consHsts of the edges (tl, w> 
the arms ;RS in 
mof. Cbsu I: X, 9 h2 + X3 + X4 -f . . . . Let (t.q Jo), du~,y~), l ,(xrrr..vm)) 
by anfbr ele:ment of the POOF, SO thiat ech link(-Yiv If) comespo nds to 
smw’differeut arm of L, and similarly for linkQ+ Hj. Then WC: see that 
frlr wme r’ the limk(x,. H) md link@+, I-I) both have length 1 l But this 
innplirs that H has a triangle 3s a component and thus has no o W&%x, 
ZI contradiction.’ 
hi = 0 for i 3 5. (Note X2 6: 0 here.) 
0. This is implied by Lemma VIH.3. 
= 0, A, z A, + A,. (Note A, # 0.) Pn the one-factor if there 
tices u, tv each of which has a Iink of length 2, 
MI/, then if z is the vertex adjacent o u and W, then the lijl 
has length greater than 2. Thus the linkf2, u) has length 3. Let Q bt:! the 
vertex shown in P;Eg. 12 adjacent o v and z, and b the vertex adjac :nt 
and z.‘rhen Iink (a, kl j= tu, z> and link(b, bi) = W, z) and v, W,QI, b, 
u-mines a component of H. However, its boundary is of odd 1 
thirs cannot’contain a one-factor. Thus if h, > A, + h, in an 
ion of the one-factor some vertex whose hn 
<with another verte lose link h;ls length 
ave a contradiction. o we see that if X2 
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hg. 13. Fig. 14. 
two vertices whose link has length 2 will be , and if a vertex has 
th 1 or 3, then it must be paire a vertex whose link 
Since X, # 0, there is at least on r C f vertices u. w, 
lch that link@, H’J IS of length 2 a link(w. H) has length 
vertex adjacent o u and w, and II the vertex # w adjaccr t
the link(z, H) has length 3 az~d thus the link@, H) 
= (u, 9. Thus (a, z,3) must be in the one-factor of Ii and a vertex whose 
link has length 1 is paired with a vertex whose Iin has length 3, a con- 
tradiction (see Fig. 13). 
IiC:A,>X, +A~+x&& = 0. As before there is an t’dge tu, w) E a 
such that tink(u, N) and link@, H) are of length 2. Let 7 pie the vertex 
in If adjacent to u and W. Then since there are no vertices whose link 
has length 1, the length of link(z, H) is at least 5, a contradiction (see 
Fig. 14). 
CaseIII:(hl >h,),Xi=Qforalli~5andX, >X2+X4,h3=0, 
X, # 0. Due to Casi I we need only consider when h, = A, + X, (h, # 0, 
X, = 0). Consider some compcbnent of aH which has a vertex whose link 
has length 4, and consider the scquenoe of integers obtained {length of 
link@+, tl)). where . . . u_ i, uO. q, . . . are the vertices oi‘ fIris compo;zent 
of MY? in order (a priori this may be t%ite). We know first that the triple 
f ,2,1 cannot appear in the sequence since if so, then 1,2, f ?2 would Se 
> is that part of the. 
for the sequence are: 
9 r .e. 
j *.. 
‘1 .,* 
( 1) and (2) must be infinite and (3) may be finir:e. For possibilities ( 1) 
alnd (2), con;sider the graph obtained by deleting all the vertices on this 
particu’lar component of al? wh,os ink has length 1. 
the vertices whose link had length and w:rc adjacent along a 
of the deleted vertices now have a link of length 2, and we may fired 
as many of these vertice in a row along the neu; boundary as we please. 
e choose a string of of the vertices, we find that they are adjacent 
to another vertex whose link is at least 5. Thus, possibilities (1) and 
(2) are eliminated. In possibility (3) if we assume that every boundary 
jmponent is of type (1,4) (ignoring the (1.2) type), then by deleting 
1 the vertices whose Sink has length 1 we obtain 8 graph all of whose 
vertices has a link of lr:ngth 2, which we know is impossible. 
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